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Introduction

The Southall Reset programme, outlined for the next four 
years, will be focused on tackling deep-rooted challenges 
specific to Southall to support residents and businesses. It 
also focuses on active travel, with a renewed focus on walk-
ing and cycling schemes in the area, as well bringing em-
ployment back to the town hit hard by furlough and job loss-
es during the pandemic. 

This report summarises the discussions of the Southall Reset 
officers working group over the course of four internal work-
shops beginning in May 2022. Building on the findings of 
the Southall Planning Baseline Research published in April 
2022, the working group explored the myriad issues and 
opportunities facing Southall today. On this basis, the group 
formulated a set of strategic objectives and area-wide prin-
ciples for good growth informed by Southall’s existing social 
and physical character as well as its potential for improve-
ment and change. 

The spatial implications of these principles have been illustrat-
ed in a set of framework plans that provide high-level guid-
ance on issues of movement, public open space, land use, 
density and character across the town centre and a number 
of strategic sites. While the spatial frameworks are indicative 
rather than prescriptive, they do suggest optimal forms of de-
velopment that could leads to mutually beneficial outcomes 
for the Council, communities and landowners. 
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Status of this document

This report forms part of the evidence base for the Reg 18 
consultation as it has directly informed the Southall Town 
chapter of the Local Plan. Ealing Council will be seeking 
feedback via the forthcoming Reg 18 consultation on the 
Local Plan in Autumn/Winter 2022. 

Following consultation, the Southall Town chapter in the Lo-
cal Plan will be updated, based on the comments and feed-
back received. This study, alongside consultation with resi-
dents, businesses and community organisations, will continue 
to inform the overarching vision for the ongoing the Southall 
Reset programme. 

It is expected that more detailed masterplanning of the area, 
based on further engagement with local stakeholders, will 
follow as part of the Southall Reset programme.
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Policy, guidance and evidence context

A number of existing and emerging policy, guidance and evidence 
documents at national, regional and local levels have informed the 
development of this framework as follows:

National
 • National Planning Policy Framework: This framework sets out the 
government’s planning policies for England and how these are 
expected to be applied locally. It highlights the importance of 
providing a mix of uses locally and creating attractive walking and 
cycling networks to these uses.  

 • National Design Guide: This planning practice guidance document 
details the principles for delivering well-designed places, including 
creating compact and walkable neighbourhoods with a mix of uses 
that support health and well-being. 

 • Town and Country Planning Association, 20-Minute 
Neighbourhood Guide: This guide for local planning 
authorities presents the principles and benefits of the 20-minute 
Neighbourhood model, including case studies from across England.  

Regional
 • London Plan 2021: This statutory plan sets out the Mayor of 
London’s vision for how London will develop over the next 20-
25 years and informs decisions on planning applications across 
the capital. It emphasises the role of town centres in growing 
sustainable, healthy and walkable neighbourhoods. Areas of 
Southall are identified as Strategic Areas for Regeneration in the 
London Plan, owing to high levels of pre-existing deprivation. The 

Southall OAPF is one of the Mayor’s Opportunity Areas as a 
significant location with development opportunities to accommodate 
new homes, jobs and infrastructure. In each of these areas, 
regeneration should be framed by the Mayor’s vision for ‘Good 
Growth’ which aims to tackle spatial inequalities and environmental, 
economic and social barriers.  

 • London Recovery Programme: The Mayor of London’s Recovery 
Programme covers the key actions required to enable the capital to 
recover from the Covid-19 pandemic. It highlights the importance 
of creating thriving, inclusive and resilient high streets, within a 
short walk or cycle ride for all Londoners. Supporting guidance 
documents include the ‘High Streets for All’ and ‘High Streets and 
Town Centres Adaptive Strategies’ reports.  

 • West London Alliance Build and Recover Strategy: This strategy 
considers how to enable a strong recovery from the Covid-19 
pandemic across seven west London Boroughs. It stresses the need 
to redefine local centres as low carbon and economic hubs where 
everyone can live, work and meet their needs within a short cycle 
or walk. More widely, the West London Affordable Workspace 
Study sets out the potential for more affordable workspace options 
closer to home, and the West London Skills and Productivity 
Strategy outlines the need for adult learning to stay rooted in local 
neighbourhoods. 

Local – Ealing wide
 • Shaping Ealing Summary: Shaping Ealing was a public 
engagement exercise to gather feedback from residents, businesses, 
and other stakeholders on what they think about our borough and 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/national-planning-policy-framework
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/962113/National_design_guide.pdf
https://tcpa.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/final_20mnguide-compressed.pdf
https://tcpa.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/final_20mnguide-compressed.pdf
https://www.london.gov.uk/programmes-strategies/planning/london-plan
https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/recovery_programme_overview.pdf
https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/high_streets_for_all_report_web_final.pdf
https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/ggbd_high_streets_adaptive_strategies_web_compressed_0.pdf
https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/ggbd_high_streets_adaptive_strategies_web_compressed_0.pdf
https://wla.london/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/2020-September-Build-and-Recover-Plan.pdf
https://wla.london/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/2021-WLA-Affordable-Workspace-Study.pdf
https://wla.london/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/2021-WLA-Affordable-Workspace-Study.pdf
https://wla.london/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/WLASkillsandProductivityStrategyDIGITAL.pdf
https://wla.london/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/WLASkillsandProductivityStrategyDIGITAL.pdf
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Policy, guidance and evidence context

the seven towns. The feedback will help inform future statutory 
consultation exercises, including the draft new Local Plan. 

 • Council Plan 2022-26: The Council Plan sets out the Councils vision 
and strategy for the next 4 years, with a focus on 3 cross cutting 
strategic objectives; Creating good jobs, Tackling the climate crisis, 
and Fighting inequality. The plan outlines a commitment to enabling 
Ealing’s seven towns to have everything residents need within a 
20-minute walk of their homes. This includes creating new local jobs 
and delivering sustainable and active travel infrastructure to enable 
residents to access services and amenities.  

 • Plan for Good Jobs: This plan outlines the actions needed to help 
Ealing’s economy recover from the pandemic. It sets the goal to re-
imagine and re-purpose our town centres and commercial areas as 
part of vibrant 20-minute neighbourhoods with local employment, 
cultural and leisure opportunities for all, enabling a more inclusive 
and sustainable local economy. 

 • Ealing’s Climate and Ecological Strategy: Ealing Council declared 
a climate emergency in April 2019. This strategy is the first step 
toward reducing emissions significantly by 2030. It highlights the 
case for sustainable neighbourhoods that are well-connected and 
compact, enabling local people to access everyday services and 
amenities by active and sustainable transport modes. 

 • Industrious Ealing: These 3 reports explore opportunities to create a 
more inclusive economy and local jobs for residents, by maximising 
the potential of Ealing’s industrial areas and creating diverse 
and better-quality employment space to attract businesses to the 
borough. 

 • Race and Equality Commission: This report, delivered by an 
independent commission, has articled a set of challenges facing 
Ealing from a race and equalities perspective. The report also 
presents a series of demands to be met in order to tackle these 
challenges. The priorities and demands set out in this report are key 
to developing the Southall Reset strategy.

Southall specific
 • Ealing Council – Town Briefing (Southall): This Town Briefing 
provides high-level insight into the socio-economic character and 
performance of Southall. It sets out how London and Ealing’s 
economy has changed, before outlining how these factors are 
shaping prosperity and opportunity in Southall. The Town Briefing 
is designed to inform local priorities - providing an evidence-led 
starting point for the Town Forums.

 • Southall Baseline Study: This study provides a visual guide to 
Southall both as it is today (covering its demographics, heritage 
amenities, infrastructure and economy) and with a view to the 
evolving context of new major developments across the area. 

 • Southall Employment Audit (published as part of Industrious Ealing) 
- can be found as an appendix to the Southall Reset cabinet report 
(please access via this page Council announces Southall Reset 
programme - Around Ealing). This study takes a closer look at 
the type of businesses, buildings and jobs that make Southall a 
productive place. It identifies the key challenges and opportunities 
in different industrial locations and for different sectors, and highlight 
key recommendations to consider by Ealing Council and its partners 
to ensure that Southall continues to grow as a successful productive 
and inclusive place.

https://www.ealing.gov.uk/info/201033/council_and_local_decisions/300/council_plan
https://www.ealing.gov.uk/news/article/2114/ealings_plan_for_good_jobs
https://www.ealing.gov.uk/info/201304/climate_action/2691/ealing_s_climate_and_ecological_strategy
https://www.ealing.gov.uk/downloads/201162/planning_policy
https://erec.dosomethinggood.org.uk/report/#intro
https://ealing.moderngov.co.uk/documents/s1729/Appendix%203%20Southall%20Employment%20Audit.pdf
https://www.aroundealing.com/news/council-announces-southall-reset/
https://www.aroundealing.com/news/council-announces-southall-reset/
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Southall Today

Overview
Southall is a cultural destination of national importance and is a grow-
ing neighbourhood. Significant new development of predominantly 
new homes is already underway and there are plans for a new com-
mercial neighbourhood to complement the existing town centre. How-
ever, there remains much potential to bring ‘good jobs’ to the area to 
make the local economy more diverse and resilient and better capital-
ise on its proximity to Heathrow, the A312 and enhancing it as a des-
tination for the South Asian food and retail.

Ambitions for Southall
 • The overarching ambition for the area is to revitalise and strengthen 
Southall’s role in London as hub of new industry and productivity, 
taking account of the fact that:

 • Southall’s businesses have grown by 20% since 2015. This is the 
highest of the borough’s seven towns. 

 • Southall is home to major public sector employers, such as Ealing 
Hospital NHS Trust, St Bernard’s Hospital and major industrial sites 
housing a wide range of businesses.

 • Future growth will require a mix of employment spaces, blending 
lower density distribution activity with high quality, flexible and 
affordable workshop, office, studio, and other types of space to 
allow existing businesses to grow and new businesses to locate 
here. 

 • This will ultimately make Southall a destination within London and 
beyond to start and grow a new business.

Key socio-economic data
 • Southall is home to 70,176 people. This is equivalent to 21% of the 
borough’s population. Southall is one of the most ethnically diverse 
places in London. 

 • 23% of Southall’s Lower Layer Super Output Areas (LSOAs) are in 
the top 20% deprived nationally. This is above the borough median 
ranking second out of the 7 towns

 • Southall residents earn the least in the borough. 52% of Southall’s 
jobs are classified as low pay work. This is the highest proportion of 
all of the borough’s towns. 

 • Southall’s population density is 84 persons per hectare. This is 
above the borough median ranking second out of the 7 towns 

 • Despite these challenges, Southall’s businesses have grown by 20% 
since 2015. This is above the borough median ranking and first out 
of the 7 towns. It is home to major public sector employers, such as 
Ealing Hospital NHS Trust, St Bernard’s Hospital and industrial sites 
house diverse businesses e.g. Noon Products, Delifrance, London 
Workwear Rental amongst others. 

 • The industrial land in Southall is expected to come under further 
pressure due to the lack of supply and growing demand in West-
London sub-region and London as a whole. 

 • As recognised by the Let’s Go Southall baseline survey at least 43% 
of residents are classified as inactive.
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Southall Today

Key challenges for Southall 
 • Low pay, poverty and deprivation: Southall is where the borough-
wide challenges of deprivation, low pay, are particularly acute. 
This is contributing to deeply embedded health and well-being 
challenges. The Race Equality Commission Report has highlighted 
the need for an investment in adequate primary care in Southall, 
ethnic minority pay-gap and deeper meaningful engagement, and 
better conversations with residents.

 • Place perception: responses to the recent Shaping Ealing 
engagement survey suggests that views from Southall residents are 
much more negative as compared to the borough overall as well 
as the other six towns. There are concerns about the lack of safe 
walking and cycling routes, public transport provision, high quality 
open spaces, safety, air quality, community facilities and good jobs 
and employment opportunities.

 • Retaining Southall’s identity amid large scale development and rapid 
change: In the Council’s Local Plan 2013 and London Plan 2021, 
Southall is identified with potential for 9,000 new homes and 3,000 
new jobs by 2041. Since 2014, the pace of new homes provision 
has been rapid with over 1,800 coming forward. However, 
the employment space and new jobs has not come forward as 
planned. Also, there is concern locally about the rapid pace of 
change, its impact on the local character, community facilities, 
community cohesion, and some local businesses in industrial areas 
feeling that they could be pushed out. Given that a significant 
number of new homes are in the pipeline, it will take years for the 
planned benefits such as new open spaces, health and community 
facilities and local jobs to be realised fully.



Southall Today

Southall Big Plan and associated achievements  
Southall has experienced significant changes over the last decade, 
primarily due to the large-scale investment proposed and agreed 
through the planning system, of which a number of schemes have 
been implemented. Southall has also benefited from a multi-mil-
lion-pound package of investment in infrastructure and the public realm 
following the publication of the ‘Southall Big Plan’ proposals in 2012. 
These schemes include: 

 • Southall Broadway Boulevard public realm project, improving 
pavements and reducing pedestrian accidents by removing formal 
crossings and implementing a series of crossing boulevard points. 

 • Southall Great Streets acupuncture points – implementation of 
new public spaces at Southall High Street (Lidl / Market Square), 
Southall Manor House Square, St John’s Church, St Anselm’s 
Church, outside the Dominion Centre  

 • Improvements to South Road and implementation of a new public 
square north of Iceland and Quality Foods 

 • The Implementation of the Merrick Road Foot and Cycle Bridge 
(due to open December 2022) to provide a safe crossing away 
from South Road Bridge

Local developers and landowners
 • In recent months, a number of discussions have taken place 
between local developers / landowners and the council in 
relation to the future of strategic development sites. Many of these 
conversations have involved discussion on the employment potential 
of these sites and their ability to provide new good jobs for Ealing.
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Ealing Productivity Arc

The Ealing Productivity Arc places Ealing 
in the centre of west London’s econom-
ic activity, by linking Heathrow airport 
and Hillingdon with the proposed HS2 
terminus at Old Oak Common. The Arc 
will connect strategic industrial growth 
opportunities across Perivale, Greenford, 
Northolt and Southall to Heathrow. The 
adjacent image illustrates Ealing’s sub-re-
gional context within West London.
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Development pipeline



12Development pipeline (see Southall Baseline Study)

https://ealing.moderngov.co.uk/documents/s1728/Appendix%202%20Southall%20Planning%20Baseline%20Report.pdf
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https://ealing.moderngov.co.uk/documents/s1728/Appendix%202%20Southall%20Planning%20Baseline%20Report.pdf
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Development pipeline
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What makes Southall distinctive?

Southall is a vibrant part of Ealing borough home to a rich 
variety of people, places and jobs that each contribute to its 
distinctive identity as an international destination and centre 
of entrepreneurial activity. This section explores the social, 
physical and natural character of the area to frame subse-
quent proposals and ensure that these take account of, are 
influenced by or directly respond to particular qualities of the 
place.
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The town centre and surroundings
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Key challenges and opportunities
What should be conserved
 • Sense of vibrancy and entrepreneurship

 • Retain SMEs and other businesses with deep roots in the area

 • Young demographic by creating opportunities for them

 • Preserve industrial and railway heritage and re-use of historic buildings

 • Maintain and intensify the existing parades along South Road/The Green

What could be enhanced
 • The importance of Southall in relation to Heathrow and high quality jobs / supply chains

 • Creating a more diverse and dynamic local economy, with employment intensification and 
densification of SIL and LSIS a key priority 

 • Revitalise the existing high streets, particularly south of the bridge

 • Invest in and improve the public realm, particularly along the high street / canal tow path

 • The sense of shared responsibility and purpose around area

 • The existing social infrastructure and link to existing leisure uses

 • The coordination of new buildings, streets and spaces across different sites

What may be transformed
 • Overcome severance by slowing traffic, humanising streets and improving connections

 • Limit car dependency and encourage active travel along dedicated cycle lanes / quiet ways

 • Work with Hounslow to improve cycle corridors to the south and Heathrow

 • Improve bus services, particularly to/from the station and town centre

 • Make junctions safer with more crossings for pedestrians

 • The sense of pride in the place through BIDs, traders’ association, events

 • Provide the necessary visitor infrastructure to make it a cultural destination
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Strategic Objectives
A key output of the discussions of the Southall 
Reset officers working group has been to distilling 
the aspirations of the Council’s corporate 
objectives, the emerging Southall Town Plan, 
the findings of the Ealing Character Study and 
discussions coming out of the Southall Reset 
programme into a set of overarching strategic 
objectives for the area. The agreed objectives 
are expressed as a modular wheel, with the inner 
circle showing the relevant themes and the outer 
circle demonstrating  measurable objectives which 
in turn can inform specific outcomes that are linked 
to a place or an action. The spatial implications 
of these objectives have been illustrated in a set of 
framework plans that provide high-level guidance 
on issues of movement, public open space, land 
use, density and character across the town centre 
and a number of strategic sites. 
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Specific outcomes*
 • Retain and retrofit locally listed buildings
 • Retrofit warehouses of architectural merit /potential
 • Developments should be planned according to LETI 
Climate Emergency Design Guide principles 

 • New buildings should meet BREEAM excellent 
standard

 • Introduce a high quality linear park and towpath along 
canals

 • New primary routes should be sufficiently wide to 
provide dedicated cycle lanes.

 • All new homes and offices should have integrated cycle 
stores

 • Bike stands should be provided at new local centres 
and areas of employment / cultural destinations

 • All major sites should accommodate a new local public 
open space and pocket play areas

 • Residential developments should offer high quality and 
clearly defined private outdoor amenity

 • New internal streets should have continuous tree 
planting

 • New primary routes should be designed with 
integrated SUDs

 • Introduce clean air routes along the canal towpath and 
parallel to the railways lines

 • Introduce corridor improvements and vehicle restrictions 
along key north south routes to improve congestion 

 • Coordinated cleaning and waste management regime 
across sites east and west of South Road
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Area-wide spatial principles
Movement
 • Reduce congestion along The Green and key routes traversing it by introducing targeted corridor improvements and vehicle restrictions

 • Widen footways and improve junctions /provide level crossings to encourage pedestrian movement across the area

 • Transform the predominantly vehicular and industrial servicing environments north and south of the railway lines with new high-quality and well-
proportioned streets

 • Discourage car dependency by providing new or improved bus services across strategic sites 

 • Discourage car dependency by creating cycle hubs and stands across the town centre as well as integrated cycle stores in new housing and 
office developments

 • Discourage car dependency by making new internal roads attractive for cycling and walking

 • Potential to create 3 new underpasses or bridges over the railway lines to improve N-S severance

 • Potential to create new or improve existing bridges over the east and west canals to better link strategic sites with their surrounding 
neighbourhoods

 • Improve poor E-W permeability between Glade Lane and Merrick Rd and beyond to The Green

 • Better integration of the Featherstone estate with its surroundings via new access points

 • Better integration of the Havelock Estate via new tertiary streets that align with the grain of both estates

Land use
 • A masterplan-led approach for high density, high economic value employment should be taken

 • Existing LSIS could be redeveloped incrementally over a longer time frame to consolidate and co-locate industry with other uses. Priority is 
to protect and intensify industrial land and create the conditions and spaces that can adapt to changing market conditions. This will involve 
introducing a more diverse range of industrial units sizes and typologies to complement the existing offer. 

 • There is potential for a major institutional/creative industry anchor given the separation of strategic sites from residential areas

 • Sites closer to the station lend themselves to more compact mixed-use developments offering commercial and employment space alongside 
town centre living

 • Far west of the station is better suited to waterside and parkside living with limited non-residential uses providing a new local centre
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Area-wide spatial principles

Character
 • Exploit Southall’s proximity to Heathrow in relation to attracting high quality jobs and supply chains 

 • Retain locally listed and some warehouses on LSIS to preserve Southall’s industrial heritage

 • Create a flexible spatial framework within which complete perimeter blocks of varying sizes can be delivered according to particular land-
use requirements

 • Given their given their physical separation from existing residential areas, sites east of the station and south of the railways have the  
potential to contribute an altogether new and different character to the area.

 • Residential and office perimeter blocks should contain a mix of community/retail/leisure uses at ground and first floors

 • Opening up of the canal will be key to unlocking the potential value of waterside living and Southall’s unique position within London’s green 
grid

 • New linear parks can offer safe and attractive active travel routes that link the major developments with each other as well as the historic 
town centre and nearby local parks. These parks will also provide amenity space for residents and creative/institutional anchors.

 • By encouraging more footfall and active uses along its length, new linear parks can offer vibrant outdoor amenities for residents and 
potential creative/institutional anchors.

 • Distinct yet joined-up creative/innovation quarters will offer an attractive setting for the co-location and synergy of new manufacturing and 
production uses (e.g. institutional/creative industry with leisure; residential and retail/community/business around the station; residential and 
light-industrial uses or creative/employment uses around LSIS.

Density
 • Greater high-value employment densities are encourage on industrial sites

 • The highest densities should be concentrated within the town centre and closer to the Southall Crossrail station

 • Medium to high densities are suite along the railway lines and canals

 • Modest densities are suited along some of the fringes of new parks
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Potential scenarios and precedents
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Innovation district
HOMES

HIGH

LOW

DESTINATION 
IDENTITY

ECONOMIC 
UPLIFT

TRAFFIC + 
CONGESTION

TEMPORAL 
ACTIVITY

AIR QUALITY + 
NOISE

JOBS - DENSITYHEALTH + WELLBEING

JOBS - QUALITYECOLOGY + ENVIRONMENT

Key considerations
 • What uses will anchor the area?

 • Will there be a range of different scales of cultural activity?

 • Which non-cultural uses will best complement the cultural activities?

 • Will the land use strategy enliven key spaces and streets?

 • Creative industries hub managed to support creative 
businesses, within Greenwich Peninsula.

 • Size: 1.7 Ha

 • Uses: Mixed-use - Creative industry and flexible workspaces.

 • Ownership: Single private ownership - Knight Dragon

 • Relevance: Former industrial and underused site, workspaces and 
high density residential area, established a creative destination.

 • Challenges for Southall: Single landowner established clear 
vision and masterplan. Identified area for lower density, creative 
uses, to be offset elsewhere
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High density mixed use 
/ cultural destination

HOMES
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TEMPORAL 
ACTIVITY

AIR QUALITY + 
NOISE

JOBS - DENSITYHEALTH + WELLBEING

JOBS - QUALITYECOLOGY + ENVIRONMENT

Key considerations
 • Consider the balance of non-residential uses

 • How will the mix be arranged - vertical or horizontal, with emphasis 
on particular gateways or streets / spaces?

 • The transformation of rail lands to create a new mixed 
use neighbourhood and a major focus on creation of new 
public spaces and cultural destination.

 • Size: 27 Ha

 • Use: Mixed use - Education, residential, workspace, retail

 • Ownership: Private ownership

 • Relevance: Transformation of former industrial area, canalside 
development with access, integration of heritage assets, genuine 
urban mix, dense residential with amenities, attracted university 
anchor use 

 • Challenges for Southall: Benefited from single land ownership 
and investment related to Eurostar’s relocation. Greater level of 
heritage assets
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Institutional 
campus

HOMES

HIGH

LOW

DESTINATION 
IDENTITY

ECONOMIC 
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TEMPORAL 
ACTIVITY

AIR QUALITY + 
NOISE

JOBS - DENSITYHEALTH + WELLBEING

JOBS - QUALITYECOLOGY + ENVIRONMENT

Key considerations 
 • To what extent does the campus maintain a sense of openness, 
and accessibility to the wider community?

 • Are there opportunities for synergies with linked uses (cultural / 
leisure / businesses)?

 • Does the incorporation of residential uses support the overall 
identity of the campus? 

 • A vibrant mix of creative industries, broadcasting and education, 
located adjacent to QEII Olympic Park.

 • Size: 8.8 Ha

 • Use: Mixed Use - Education and creative industry and workspace.

 • Ownership: Single - London Legacy Development Corporation

 • Relevance: High density, close-knit industrial units, canalside 
space, adjacent to established residential area.

 • Challenges for Southall: Structure already established as 
Olympics Media Centre - profile and surrounding parkland 
appealed to creative businesses
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Film + TV 
studios

HOMES

HIGH

LOW

DESTINATION 
IDENTITY

ECONOMIC 
UPLIFT

TRAFFIC + 
CONGESTION

TEMPORAL 
ACTIVITY

AIR QUALITY + 
NOISE

JOBS - DENSITYHEALTH + 
WELLBEING

JOBS - QUALITYECOLOGY + 
ENVIRONMENT

Key considerations 
 • To what extent does the production operation maintain a sense of 
openness, and accessibility to the wider community?

 • Are there opportunities for synergies with linked uses (cultural / 
leisure / businesses)?

 • Is there potential to incorporate residential uses as part of the mix?

 • Will the operational hours of the production operation cause 
disruption or conflict?

 • A production destination located in Enfield and is served 
by Meridian Water Station to the east. Phase 1 is open and 
consists of 3 studios, workshop and office space. Phase 2 is 
to open in 2024, with the equal amount of facilities. 

 • Size: 1.4 Ha

 • Use: Film and television studios

 • Ownership: Private ownership

 • Relevance: Similar context - Adjacency to canal, industrial sites and 
train network, built on brownfield site

 • Challenges for Southall: Adjacency to large A road and 
established road network to cater for larger vehicles.
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Indicative spatial framework
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Indicative land use framework
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Indicative density framework
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Approach to phasing

 • The phasing across multiple sites can have a critical impact on the overall quality of placemaking

 • It is important to strike a balance of uses across sites, including replacing existing uses and delivering new 
community uses

 • Phasing can be part of the mechanism to secure investment in public transport on larger sites

 • Infrastructure provision would need to be reviewed alongside the spatial framework and phasing to ensure the 
social, community facilities come forward in a timely way
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Direction of travel

Southall Reset potential initiatives

1. Engagement
Regular members’ briefing

Offices working group

Developers roundtable meetings

Stakeholder Partnership Group

Southall symposium/ Town Forum

2. Evidence base
Vision and masterplan framework

Evidence base studies

3.Statutory guidance
Southall Reset Action Plan

New Ealing Local Plan (DPD)

5. Application management
Internal strategy - managing departures

Pre-application responses

Design Review

Application management
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